
INADEQUACY OF ORDINARY HOMOLOGY THEORY1

t. y. lin

Abstract. Counterexamples to the homology version of

Peterson's theorem are constructed. Namely, maps are exhibited

which theoretically cannot be detected by any primary or higher

order homology operations.

1. Introduction. In homotopy theory, cohomology operations are

fundamental tools. The reason for this is given, at least stably, by Peter-

son's theorem: Every stable map is detectable by some primary or higher

order cohomology operations [6]. Recently F. Adams pointed out that, in

the generalized theories, homology seems more preferable than cohomology

[1]. Accordingly, it is natural to ask "Does the analogue of Peterson's

theorem for homology hold true?" Unfortunately we found some maps

which are theoretically undetectable by any primary or higher order

homology operations. This means that, for homotopy purposes the

ordinary homology theory seems inadequate.2

The author would like to thank the referee for his valuable suggestions

which brought the paper into the present form.

2. An example.

2.1 Example. Let Q be the additive group of the rational numbers,

and L be the Moore space of type (Q, n),n large. Let {g: Sn^>-L, a.eJ} be a

set of generators of -nn{L). Write N=\/j Sn, h=\fj ga; then h:N-*L is a

map such that h\Sn=ga. Let Ch be the mapping cone of /;. Then the

natural inclusion j:L^*Ch is a map undetectable by homology operations.

Proof, (i) Note that H*(L; Z)=Hn(L; Z)=Q is a torsion free group,

and H%(N; Z)=Hn{N; Z)=F is a free abelian group (since A is a wedge
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2 F. Adams told the author that this map can be detected by elements in

ExtA(H+(SL), //*(Cft)), where A is the Steenrod algebra of integral coefficient.
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of w-spheres). Thus, by the universal coefficient theorem, for any group G,

i = n,

i = n,

i n.

From construction of h, the map nn(h):ttn(N)^>-ttn(L) is epimorphic,

which, by Hurewicz theorem, is equal to Hn(h; Z):F-^-Q. Thus, by the

right exactness of tensor product, the map

HJh; G) = HJh; Z) ® G:F ® G -* ß ® G

is also epimorphic.

Therefore, from the exactness of the homology Puppe sequence of /z

and (1), we conclude that

Hm(J; G):H*(L; G) -* H*(Ch; G)
is always zero.

(ii) Since the mapping cone C; is homotopy equivalent to suspension of

Ch, SCh, it is sufficient to show that Ch is homotopy equivalent to a wedge

of spheres. To do this, note that the homology Puppe sequence of h

reduces to a short exact sequence

0^Hn+1(Ch;Z)^F^Q^0.
Thus

Hi(Ch; Z) = a free group,      i = n + X,

= 0, /' * n + 1.

Then, by Hurewicz theorem, we can show that Ch is homotopy equivalent

to a wedge of spheres (e.g. see [4, p. 134, Corollary 4.3]).

(iii) j can not be nulf-homotopic since otherwise the Puppe sequence of

h would reduce to N~SCh\/L, whence Q = Hn(L; Z) is a direct summand

of F=Hn(N; Z) which is absurd.

3. More examples. Let L be a connected spectrum such that the stable

homotopy module tt^(L) is a flat module over the stable homotopy ring

tt^.. Let {gx:S""—>L) be a set of generators of tt+(L) as ir^-module. Write

N=\j Sn", /2 = V gx, then the natural inclusion j:L—rCh is a map un-

detectable by homology operations.

The proof is similar to §2 except in (ii) we have to use [3]. The detail is

omitted.

4. Remarks. 1. The reasons for existence of such a map, perhaps, can

be explained by the following phenomena: (i) there are flat stable homotopy

(1)

Ht(L; G) = Q®G,
= 0,

Hi(N\ G) = F®G,
= 0,
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modules which are not projective (and hence free), or (ii) there are Moore

spaces for homology but not co-Moore spaces for cohomology [5]. These

two reasons are, however, essentially the same; they are bridged together

in [3].

2. This phenomena can only occur in infinite complexes, such as

M(Q, n), since the flat stable homotopy modules of finite complexes are

always projective (and hence free) [2].
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